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Before finding a way to live broadcast and sell goods, Horiyah was often rejected by
the family in this house.
Especially after she had just returned from the black coal mine and was found to be
pregnant,
And infected with s3xually transmitted disease, the Old Lady and Noah never gave 
her a second of good looks.
At that time, even her son Harold felt that this mother was a bit embarrassed,
And he never gave her a good look when he saw her every day.
When Horiyah was in the most difficult time,
The only person in this family who could make her feel warm was her daughter 
Wendy.
Since encountering setbacks and being rescued by Charlie, Wendy’s personality has
changed a lot.
Because of the ordeal, she has become much more stable, more down-to-earth, 
and more kind-hearted.
She knew what happened to her mother.
Although it was a bit embarrassing to say it, she knew she was forced to do so in 
that situation at the time.
Outsiders can laugh at and ridicule her mother, but even the people in this family 
did the same.
After all, when something happened to her back then,
Even though it was her own fault, it was all because of this family.
Thinking about what she had experienced with Gerald and Fredmen during this 
period of time,
She could empathize with her mother even more.
Therefore, after Horiyah became rich by relying on live streaming during this time,
In addition to showing good looks to Wendy in this family,
Other people were beaten and scolded by her every day in order to retaliate for the
harm these people caused her.
Whether it is the Old Lady, Noah, or Harold, they are all very clear about their 
current situation.
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They have no chance of turning over. Less than the level of getting rich overnight.
Right now, in the entire family, only Horiyah has this strength.
On average, Horiyah earns two to three million yuan a week from live broadcasting.
If this is the case, it is not a problem to earn a small goal in a year.
Knowing that when this family was the strongest, their real assets were only tens of 
millions.
Currently, Horiyah can surpass the peak of the entire Willson family within a year.
So even though these people were beaten, scolded, and humiliated by her, none of 
them dared to say a word.
Immediately, Horiyah stood up, took out two bottles of high-grade juice from the 
cabinet opposite the bed,
Drank sip by sip glanced at the Old Lady who was swallowing her saliva, and said in 
a cold voice:
“Don’t give me little thought standing here, a bottle of this one costs more than a 
thousand,”
“Which is quite rare, if you dare to steal one, I won’t give you food for a whole day!”
Old Lady quickly waved her hand and said: “No I can’t… Horiyah…”
“How could mom steal your stuff… besides, that is so expensive,”
“Even a poor old woman like me doesn’t deserve it…”
Horiyah snorted coldly and ignored her, but Looking at Noah, she said,
“I want to tell you something. I looked at the more detailed data of the live 
broadcast room.”
“Our current normal number of viewers, as well as the highest number of online 
people in the live broadcast room,”
“The number of transactions and the turnover, compared with Yesterday,”
“It started to show a downward trend. Although the decline is not much,”
“Only two or three percentage points, it is still a very serious trend.”
“Once it starts to go downhill, it will be very difficult to go up again!”
Harold hurriedly asked: “Mom, fluctuations of two or three percentage points 
should be normal, right?
“If we want to make more money, we must ensure that the data has been rising 
steadily.”
“Once the data starts to decline, it is definitely a very dangerous signal.”



“If it falls by two or three percentage points every day, it will not take long before 
we will be beaten.”
“Back to the original shape, so we have to think of a way to make our data rise 
again and continue to rise.”
Noah asked: “My wife, do you have any good ideas?”
Horiyah said coldly: “I have spent two days thinking about it,”
“Those wronged people in the live broadcast room may be a little tired of watching 
you two paralyzed in bed.”
“I plan to change the script a little bit starting tomorrow.”
Noah asked: “Honey, do you want to change the script?” What script?”
Horiyah said calmly: “I checked the Internet, and it seems that pancreatic cancer has
the highest mortality rate.”
“I checked some early symptoms of pancreatic cancer online,”
“And the most prominent features are weight loss and skin jaundice.”
“I plan to start tomorrow. Control your diet well. You should try to lose at least 10 
pounds in a short period of time.”
“At that time, I will find some foundation for you to draw a sallow and thinner face.”
“At that time, all you have to do is to behave more and more in front of the 
camera.”
“The weaker you are, the worse you will be in the live broadcast room,”
“And the culprits will definitely find out that something is wrong with you.”
“Since I asked you to check it out, I will stop the broadcast for a day or two,”
“And then forge a medical record of your diagnosis of pancreatic cancer. You can 
act even worse at that moment.”
Noah trembled in fright, and blurted out: “My wife…you let me pretend to have 
pancreatic cancer, isn’t it a bit unlucky…”
As he said that, Noah submissively continued: “Look, my wife… I’m not 
superstitious.”
“The key is to go on a diet to lose weight. My body is already recovering.”
“If you don’t let me eat enough, when will I recover…”
Horiyah frowned in disgust and asked,
“Do you think it’s your turn to express your opinion on this matter? I’m just 
notifying you!”
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